This is the first of what it is hoped will be annual supplements to the Bibliography of Indian Philosophies (comp. by Karl H. Potter) (Motilal Banarsidass: Delhi, 1970). This first Supplement, covering as it does the publications of the last four or five years while the Bibliography has been in press, will be published in installments during the current year. Subsequent Supplements, smaller in numbers of entries, will appear in the following years.

Readers are directed to the Preface to the Bibliography for remarks explaining the criteria of inclusion of titles. Numerical entries in this Supplement which are preceded by ‘1.’ are new listings. Entries without the prefix ‘1.’ refer to the correspondingly numbered item in the Bibliography; the present entry revises, expands or deletes the previous entry. The overall arrangement of this Supplement follows that of the Bibliography.

Corrections, revisions and additions, either to this Supplement or to the Bibliography, are welcomed. Items hitherto unlisted will be included in forthcoming Supplements. Please send such suggestions to: Karl H. Potter, Department of Philosophy, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash. 98105, U.S.A.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ABORI – Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute (Poona)
Ad – A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Adyar Library, compiled by V. Krishnamacharya. Adyar, Madras
ALB – Adyar Library Bulletin (Adyar, Madras)
ALIPC – (IAL)-Arts and Letters – India, Pakistan and Ceylon (London)
AP – Aryan Path (Bombay)
AUJR – Agra University Journal of Research (Agra)
BGOMLM – Bulletin of the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library (Madras)

BKBCV – *Professor Birinchi Kumar Barua Commemoration Volume* (Gauhati, 1966)

BonOS – Bonner Orientalistische Studien

BORI – Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona

BRMIC – Bulletin of the Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture (Calcutta)

BSOAS – Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London (London)

BV – Brahmavadan

ChSSt – Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Studies

CIDO – International Congress of Orientalists

CR – Calcutta Review (Calcutta)

Darshana – Darshana International (Moradabad)

DB – Dinesh Bhattacharya, *History of Navya-Nyāya in Mithilā* (Darbhanga 1959)

DCPGRIMS – Deccan College Post-graduate and Research Institute, Dissertation Series

DMDV – *World Perspectives in Philosophy, Religion and Culture. Essays Presented to Prof. Dhirendra Mohan Datta* (Patna 1968)

DT – Darshanika Traimasika (Faridkot)

DUS – Dacca University Studies (Dacca)

EAW – East and West (Rome)

Enq – Enquiry (New Delhi)


GK – Gopinath Kaviraj, *Gleanings in the History and Bibliography of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika Literature*

HistR – History of Religions (Chicago)

HOS – Harvard Oriental Series (Cambridge, Mass.)

IA – Indian Antiquary

IAC – Indo-Asian Culture (New Delhi)

IIJ – Indo-Iranian Journal

IJHS – Indian Journal of the History of Science

IPC – Indian Philosophy and Culture

IPQ – International Philosophical Quarterly

ISPP – Indian Studies Past and Present (Calcutta)